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1. CLEANING & LUBRICATING 

Your machine has been coated with a heavy grease to protect it in shipping. This coating should 

be completely removed before operating the machine.commersial degreaser, kerosene or similar 

solvent may be used to remove the grease from the machine, but avoid getting solvent on belts or 

other rubber parts. 

 

After cleaning, coat all bright work with a light lubricating oil. Lubricate all point in fig. 1 with 

medium consistency machine oil 

 

 

2. MOUNTHING MACHINE 

Mounth the machine to a sturdy table or base. It is advisable that the table you choose be well 

constructed to avoid any vibration during operation. Four holes are provided on the machine base 

(part # 152) for mounting. Before tightening bolts make sure the work table of the machinen (part 

# 150) is level lengthwise and crosswise. Use shims if necessary. 

 

 

 

 

 



3. OPERATION 

A. ADJUSTMENT OF HEAD 

1. To raise and lower the head, loosen the two bolts (part # 104) shown in fig.2 use side 

handle (part # 40) to raise and lower the head on its rack and pinion mechanism. When 

the desired height is reached, tighten the bolts to avoid vibration. 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Head may also be rotated 360° by loosening the same bolts mentioned above. Be sure the 

machine is securely mounted before rotating the head. 

 

 

 

 

 



B. PREPARE LC – 15A FOR DRILLING 

1. Release back the lock handle (parts # 32), pulling the clutch (part # 16) out to the right 

side 

2. Adjust screw on the graduated depth stop bar (part#43) to the desired drilling depth. 

3. Turn power on, and operate using rapid down feed handle (part # 14) 

 

C. PREPARE LC-15A FOR MILLING 

1. Adjust screw on the graduated depth stop bar (par#43) to its hights posision 

2. Engage fine downfeed handlke (part#73) by loosening lock nuts on side of handle and 

moving handle to its lowest position. Make sure the worm gear is securely engaged by 

jiggling rapid downfeed handle (part#14) until you feel the gears mesh. Retighten lock 

nuts. 

3. Adjust spindle to desired position using fine downfeed wheel (part # 73) and lock at 

desired height with spindle lock (part#31) 

4. Operate work table before and after, left and right by turning hand wheels (part # 158) 

 

4.  ADJUSTING TABLE SLACK 

A. Your machine is equipped with full length tapered gibs to adjust for excess slack in before and         

after , left and right table travel 

B.  To adjust left and right travel, adjust large screw (parts#166) until a slight drag is fell when 

turning the table (fig.4). 

C. To adjust before and after travel, adjust large screw (parts #166) as shown in Fig. 5 

 



5. To spindle is too tight or too loose, remove name plate and loosen the sighten the nut (part#48) on 

spindle shaft as needed 

 

 

6. SPEED CHANGING 

A. TURN POWER OFF 

B. Remove belt cover by releasing side latches 

C. Loosen motor mount bolts (part # 63) 

D. Push motor in to loosen belts ( right side of motor mount is fixed, left side is tensioned) 

E. Please the helts on the desired pulley steps as shown on Fig.7 

 

 

 

 



7. GRADUATE DOWN FEED OPERATION 

A. To release back the handle (part#32), moving handle (part # 14) forward a little bit, in the 

meantime, please push in the clutch (part#16) to the left. 

B. Turn the head wheel (part#73) in the counterclockwise direction and then you will get the 

graduated down feed function. On the contrary, rotate the hand wheel  (part#73) in the 

clockwise direction, that is the action which draw back the tool 

 

 

 

8. TO CHANGE TOOLS 

A. Loosen the drawbar (parts#53) approximately 2 turns with wrench. Rap the top of the 

drawbar sharply with a mallet. After taper has been broken loose, hold chuck in one hand and 

unscrew drawbar with other hand. 

B. TO INSTAL FACE MILI OR CHUCK ARBOR 

Insert tool into spindle taper and thread the arbor to the drawbar by turning the drawbar. 

Tighten securely, but do not overtighten. 

C. REMOVING TAPER DRILLS 

Turn the rapid downfeed handle (part#14) down until the oblong hole in the rack gear sleeve 

appears. Line up this hole with the hole in the spindle. Insert drill drift (part#72) through 

holes and strike lightly with a mallet. This will force the taper drill out. 

 



9. This machine offers 10 threads (Acme screw thread) per inch on lengthwise and crosswise screw 

and also the clutch (parts#157) is calibrated to 100 division. 1/10” or  2.54mm to be reached when 

turn a run on wheel, it means that each division is equal to 1 thousanths  ( 0.0254mm). but 

MODEL : LC-15A CLUTCH (part#157) is calibrated to 50 division . 1/10” or 2.54mm to be 

reached when turn a run on wheel, it means that each division is equal to 2 thousanths (0.002”) 

(0.0508mm). 

 

10. EXTRA TOOLING AND ACCESSORIES 

 

This machine is equipped with a MT#3 spindle taper, a variety of tooling is available to fit this 

taper (examples below). Contact your local distributors or a major cutting tool distributor to 

obtain any of these accessories. 

TAPER DRILLS, REAMERS, AND MILLS, CUTTER ARBOR, TAPS, COLLETS, 

FACE CUTTER, ADAPTERS AND SLEEVES 

 

11. T-SLOTS SPECIFICATION 

Specification for T-slots on working table as follow: 

 

  



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 


